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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
 

 

  

100% Molded and CNC 

DATA SPECSHEET 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
Dimensions & Weight 

- 550mm ( length ) x 48mm ( width ) x 18mm ( height ) [ Basic M20 without accessories ] 

- 2.3kg [ without accessories ] 

- 500mm ( SABRE integrated scar barrel ) 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
Features : 

 

Screw in Integrated Scar Barrel 

- Plasma cut aluminium SABRE barrels 

- POM CNC Barrel nuts 

 

 

 

POM DELRIN material construction 

- Highly durable plastic used for industry 

- Ideal plastic for user to customise blaster 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
Features : 

 

Metal Aluminium Spine 

- Increased toughness 

- Easily to mount long picatinny rails 

 

 

Fully machined metal internals  

- For extreme durability  

- Not casted aluminium metals that can be brittle 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
 

Features : 

 

Unique ramrod priming design 

- Allows unhindered access to magwell for manual operations 

 

 

Linear guides for smooth priming 

- Made with SUS Machined grade stainless steel ( no rusting ) 

- Custom linear guides with M4 screw mountings 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
 

Features : 

 

Retractable switch buttstock 

- Allows user to select comfortable length 

 

 

Talon and katana mag compatible 

- Usage of existing foam dart mags  

 

Water resistant design 

- Aluminium and stainless steel construction allows  

user to use in wet conditions
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
  

CUSTOMIZATION 

 Material is Machinable POM. POM is the same 

material family as Delrin. User can easily work on 

the shell with handtools or compatible milling 

machine.  

 Metal spine (aluminium extrusion) – User can easily 

mount standard long picatiny rails and accessories 

 Side mounting holes are M-lok compatible 

 Solid, simple frame allows users to design and use 

personalised shells 

 Personalised shells are easily mounted using the 

metal spine. 

 Standard parts for screws and mountings – easily 

purchased online 

 Compatible with standard handles available in 

market 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
  

RUGGEDNESS 

 POM DELRIN material 

 Tough plastic originally designed for internal parts 

of industrial machines 

 High impact resistance 

 Metal spine reinforced 

 Prevents blaster from bending from drops 

 Stainless steel priming mechanism 

 Square steel priming rod 

 Solid steel priming block 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
 

  

PERFORMANCE 

 Unique ramrod 

o Anti-jam design 

o Delivers air seal on every shot 

 Unique machined plunger with 14 kg stock spring 

o Delivers air seal when released 

o High performance accurate shots 

 Stainless steel linear guides 

o Originally designed for machines for extreme 

smooth action, now mounted on blaster 

o Extreme ease of priming, allowing user’s 

strength to focus on priming the spring 

instead of overcoming friction on the priming 

mechanism 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
  

USER IN MIND 

 Unique retractable butt 

o User can choose the length of butt for 

maximum comfort 

 Easy to keep 

o Removable barrel and retractable butt allows 

the user to reduce the overall length of 

blaster for easy storage 

 Adaptable magwell for talon or katana mag 

o Current fans of either types will not need to 

buy another set of mags 
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SABRE CONSTRUCT M20 
 

Colours available: 

          

KHAKI OLIVE GREEN LIGHT GREY 

All colours shown above are based on availability and subject to change. 


